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A young woman dumps boyfriend, regeets it and eventually

gets back with him. This causes rifts.
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INT. REFECTORY 8.45AM

FADE IN

COLLEGE REFECTORY, STUDENTS WALKING TO CLASSES.

DAVE, 18, Suit, shirt and tie.

Dave sits there when he sees his girlfriend.(MS)

DENISE, 18, Denim jacket, revealing low cut t-shirt and

jeans.

Denise walks in with friends, she walks over to Dave and

sits across from him. Her friends walk away.(LTS)

Dave looks over and smiles in to her hazel eyes. (ECU)

Moment of silence

SELENA

Dave.

DAVE

Selena.

SELENA

I have some bad news for you.

DAVE

What is it dear?

SELENA

I think we should see other people.

Dave’s jaw drops in the look of shock. (MS)

Selena stands up and walks away.(LTS)

Selena walks a few steps further.

SELENA

What have I done?(MS)

INT. NIGHT CLUB 10PM

Busy club with people dancing and drinking.

Dave sitting having a drink with his mate. (MS)

JACK, 18, shirt, dress trousers clack shoes.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JACK

Oh, that’s shit man.

At that moment Selena walks in with her friend. Selena runs

off for a minute. (MS)

DENISE.18, low cut dress, tights and high heels.

Denise starts talking to Dave.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

It’s now later on in the night the strobe lights are

flashing and everybody is having a good time.

Dave is dancing with Denise with there heads over each

others shoulders. (ECU)

Selena looks over to Dave with his head on Denise’s

shoulder. Frowning with her arms folded.(OTS)

DAVE

Denise, excuse me for a

minute.(ECU)

Dave walks over to Selena. (LTS)

Jack walks over to Denise. They dance for a few minutes.

DENISE

Have you seen Dave? (MS)

JACK

I think he went to front of the

club with Selena.

DENISE

Let’s go find him.

They walk to the front of the club to catch Selena and Dave

kissing.(LS)

.....Looks like a happy ending.(MS)

Jack and Denise’s heads draw together and they kiss.

FADE OUT


